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ACRL Instruction Section 
Executive Committee II 

ALA 2011 Annual, New Orleans 
Sunday, June 26, 2011 
10:30 am – 12:00 pm 

New Orleans Marriott (MAR), Bonaparte 
 

Executive committee members present:  Polly Boruff Jones (chair); Susanna Eng-Ziskin; 
Mark Szarko; Stephanie Michel; Christy Stevens: Clara Fowler; Anne-Marie Deitering; 
Merinda Hensley. 
 
Executive committee members absent: None. 
 
Guests: Jennifer Sharkey (incoming Member at Large); Wendy Holliday (incoming 
Member at Large); Adam Burling (ACRL); Sarah McDaniel (Nominating Committee 
chair). 
 
The meeting was called to order at 10:31. 
 
I. Welcome and Introductions. 
 
II. Call for additions/ revisions to the agenda. 

• Add a vote on the ILCC outcomes discussed in Advisory 1 (Fowler) 
• Move Christy Stevens’ committee reports to today’s agenda. 
• ILCC report added (Fowler) 

I.  
III. Announcements. 
None. 
 
IV. Old Business. 

a. Action Plan 2011.  This is a follow-up to a discussion at Midwinter 2011.  The 
suggestions made at Midwinter 2011 for how IS could spend the money 
approved to evaluate meeting software were not feasible.  
• Action Item.  Polly Boruff-Jones will write a report explaining what 

happened and why the money was not spent. 
 
V. Reports 
 
A. ACRL Report (Adam Burling) 
 
Conference Programs.  Announcing this to every section:  you do not have to submit a 

program every year.  PDCC has a more competitive review process than they have 
in the past.  
• It is important to appoint your 2013 conference program planning committee 

early.  Groups that wait to appoint until the official appointment period cannot 
always put together their strongest proposal in the time they have.  
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• Think about connecting with other sections to offer joint programs.  This 
increases potential audience and responds to issues created by the compressed 
schedule with fewer available time slots. 

 
Budget.  Questions about the funds allocated for the Action plan approved in FY 2010 
have not been spent.  The proposed project was made irrelevant by decisions ACRL 
made, so it will not be spent. 
 
Online meeting tools.  ALA is working with LITA on developing ideas for a better 
online meeting tool.  iLinc hasn’t worked out in all cases.  In some cases, it is not the 
service but a lack of experience with the software.  Before using it, meeting conveners or 
presenters should take the time to practice with it multiple times. 
 
Membership Brochures.  The IS membership brochure was used as a model for the 
organization.  It has been five years since that template was developed and it is time to 
update again.  ACRL is going to use the same basic template and update the content.  
They will be printing in smaller amounts. 
 
Membership initiatives.  One of Adam Burling’s outcomes for the upcoming year will 
be increasing the number of “touches” the organization has with members, especially 
with new members.  His goal is to increase new member retention to 65%.  This will 
involve: 

• Working more closely with section membership committees. 
• Asking section membership committees to brainstorm ideas for new “touch 

points” with their members. 
• Personalizing contacts made with new members. 
• Developing a communication plan. 

 
Website transition.  The division will transition first.  The goal for the sections is for the 
transition to be complete by 10/1.  
 
Questions.  Adam Burling responded directly to questions raised by the Instruction 
Section: 

• Drupal conversion.  How long will the web editors have access to the webpages?  
Can the web editors create a landing page for the section in ALA connect where 
we could direct people while we can't add new content to the website? 

o We can continue to modify content on the website until it is locked down. 
o ALA Connect is intended to be a workspace.  Not intended to function as 

a landing page.  Could be used this way as an interim measure while the 
website is not available. 

o ALA Connect is the recommended place for hosting the minutes.  
o As part of the conversion, there are conversations about the intent of the 

different web spaces.  The organizations’ website is currently being used 
as a digital archive, which is not its purpose. 

o Best contact for questions is Dawn Mueller. 
o ACRL will find out more about locked out times and timelines after the 

conference.  
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• PRIMO.  IS does not believe adding the content in the PRIMO database to Project 

MERLOT is an appropriate solution to the database problems. Is it feasible to 
take it back and rebuild it somewhere else?  And to host it off of the ACRL 
servers?     

o Believe that yes, it could be taken back.  It is IS content.  There are issues 
with hosting a website entirely offsite, but it's possible.   

o Write up a proposal outlining what the section wants to do.  Explaining 
why Project MERLOT isn’t a good fit for PRIMO should be a part of this, 
but it should not be the focus of the document. 

o The decision should not require a Board vote. 
o Susanna Eng-Ziskin suggests convening a special task force to write the 

proposal.  
o Discussion about whether one of our current proposal forms would work 

for this purpose.  
o Action items:   

§ (Exec) Create a charge for the task force.   
§ (Exec) vote on the charge. 
§ (Vice Chair) appoint a task force. 
§ (Task force) develop a plan and write a proposal 

 
• Email lists.  Could IS decide to eliminate current committee email lists and use 

ALA Connect for that.   
o Yes, ALA Connect would be an appropriate tool for that service.  ACRL 

has no policy on committee communications. 
o Using ALA Connect should be made an expectation of service on a 

committee, since not all members use it regularly. 
o Suggestion.  Do a test run with a couple of committees this year.  Susanna 

Eng-Ziskin recommended the Communications Committee. 
 

• Minutes Approval.  Is it required for the IS Executive Committee to meet in 
person to approve minutes from previous meetings?  What about other IS 
committees or groups? 

o Try to shift to the term “meeting notes.”  “Minutes” has a legal 
connotation. 

o Exec can have a virtual vote, and then put that on a consent agenda at the 
next face-to-face meeting.   

o The Board Liaison is the appropriate person to ask if Exec is required to 
do this in person. 

o Clara Fowler discussed the question with the Board Liaison.  Exec does 
have to approve in person on a consent agenda.  But the Executive 
Committee could approve for the Advisory committee on a consent 
agenda, so they do not need to meet in person to approve minutes. 

 
B. Committee and Task Force Reports, part 2. 

a. Dudley Subcommittee.  Clara Fowler reported that there are two issues facing 
this committee:  funding and the award requirements. 
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• Funding.  There has been no progress on the award funding.  We have had 
rejections, or no response, from companies approached so far.  The committee 
needs an immediate (interim) solution.  A long-term solution is also 
necessary.  Clara Fowler recommends allocating $1,000 and the cost of a 
plaque from basic services funding as an interim solution.  Then some 
concentrated effort should go into finding a permanent fund. 

• Nominations criteria.  The criteria set a really high bar that might be keeping 
people from nominating.  They also ask the nominator to submit a lot of 
documentation:  supporting letters, nomination letter and the candidate’s CV.  
Proposing simplifying the process so that the person submitting the 
nomination has to write their own letter, and perhaps include a small number 
of supporting letters.  Then the committee can decide whether candidates 
meet the scope of the award, and if they do they can ask for additional 
documentation. 

• Additional ideas for increasing the number of nominees: 
o Sending the calls for nominations directly to the membership in 

addition to the ILI-L list. 
o Sending the calls for nominations to lists that would include library 

administrators, etc.  People who aren’t in IS, but who might like to 
nominate. 

 
b. Management and Leadership.  Mark Szarko reported that the committee has 

been working on communication plans for two documents they have revised:  
Analyzing your Instructional Environment: A Workbook and Standards for 
Proficiencies for Instruction Librarians and Coordinators.   
• The plan they have developed is very detailed.  They are following a two-

pronged approach:  raising awareness and measuring how the documents are 
being used. 

• Question.   How much advertising does Exec have to approve.  If the same 
statement is sent via several channels, does Exec have to approve each 
message?  Agreed to adopt the Membership committee’s approach.  The 
committee will create a template with their basic message, which Exec will 
approve.  If they adapt that template for a particular channel, their Exec 
liaison can approve the message themselves without going through the whole 
committee. 

• The committee asks if they need a Type 3 proposal to conduct a survey of LIS 
schools to see how the Standards are being used in courses.  Answer: yes. 

 
c. Membership.  Anne-Marie Deitering reported that the group is working on their 

ongoing projects: 
• Planning another virtual orientation for Fall 2011.  They will follow a similar 

format to the orientation they did last year.  They are currently exploring 
their options for a platform. 

• Getting Involved webpage.  A 3-person subgroup is working on updating the 
content on this page.  They are currently working on breaking the 
presentation Stephanie Michel did in last year’s virtual orientation into short 
video clips they can use to make the page friendlier. 
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• ACRL 101.  Instead of a standalone IS orientation for new members, the 
committee focused on meeting potential members at the ACRL 101 event.  
Two committee members attended.  They passed out brochures, and 
documents explaining the IS committees.  They reported that the IS table was 
extremely busy. 

• New/Reinstated/Dropped member letters.  The group sent out letters on a 
monthly or bi-monthly basis.  This year, they sent out more letters to new and 
reinstated members than to dropped members, reversing the trend from last 
year.  They are working on revising the letter to new members to make it 
friendlier and more welcoming. 

• Dropped member survey.  The responses have not changed significantly.  
Lack of money to participate is still the #1 reason.  They have noticed that 
“retirement” is increasing in the open comments as a reason, and are 
considering adding it as a choice for people to select. 

• Social media.  The committee is interested in using Twitter and YouTube in 
their work.  They also currently maintain the section Facebook page.  They 
raised the question of whether it makes sense for these accounts (and these 
proposals) to come out of membership, because they have a need, or if there 
should be something more section wide – because other committees could 
use these channels of communication as well. 

 
d. Mentoring.  Clara Fowler referred to Wendy Holliday’s summary in the 

Advisory 1 meeting.  A question was raised about a survey the committee 
intends to do with mentoring program participants.  Because it is just going to be 
sent to program participants, can the Exec Liaison approve it herself?  Answer: 
Yes. 
 

e. Nominating 2011.  Polly Boruff-Jones reported that all positions were filled. 
 

f. Planning.  Clara Fowler commended Maura Seale’s leadership of the committee. 
• The committee is currently modifying their forms to align with the ACRL 

Plan for Excellence.  Bringing in this committee next year to make sure that 
the section is aligned would be a good strategy. 

• The committee didn’t update the planning form to reflect the new Plan last 
year, which worked because the section will be reporting this year on the old 
structure. 

 
g. Policy and Publications Review and Publication Policies and Procedures Manual 

Task Force.  Stephanie Michel reported on these groups together because their 
work (and leadership) overlaps.  Real life interfered with the co-chairs ability to 
complete tasks this year.  They are getting back on track now.  The deadline for 
the task force’s work has been extended to Midwinter 2012. 
 

h. Professional Education.  Merinda Hensley reported that the committee just sent 
out their survey on Continuing Education.  It closes 7/7/2011.  The committee 
asks if the wiki about library instruction courses at accredited LIS schools is still 
effective and used.  Merinda Hensley recommends passing this question along to 
the new chair to assess. 
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i. Research and Scholarship.  Mark Szarko reported that this is a very productive 

committee. They have been meeting once a month online.  
• They have a Five Things topic ready to go.  This will be shared with Exec 

soon. 
• They need help with analyzing survey data, and wonder if there is help 

available from ACRL.  They did their survey on the research agenda, and are 
having trouble making sense of the data gathered.  Recommended resources:  
Kathryn Deiss (ACRL Publications) could be a contact.   

 
j. Instructional Technologies.  Christy Stevens reported that they produced one 

Tips and Trends document (screencasting) and are reviewing two more (QR 
codes and mobile technologies). 
• The committee asked if the “quarterly” timeline in their charge is accurate.  

Answer: yes. 
• The committee is aware that they still need to complete a Type 2 proposal to 

update the classroom control systems wiki. 
• The committee is drafting guidelines for monitoring external contributions to 

the wiki.  They do not want to lock it down because they are not experiencing 
spam. 

 
k. Instruction for Diverse Populations.  Christy Stevens publicly commended the 

current (and incoming) chair, Wendy Girven, for her leadership. Wendy Girven 
suggested that a co-chair for this group was very useful.  Stephanie Michael said 
that if Wendy has someone to recommend for this role, she should contact 
Stephanie.  The committee completed their revisions to the bibliography on time, 
reversing a recent trend, and is now working on updating the multilingual 
glossary. 

 
l. Information Literacy in the Disciplines.  Christy Stevens reported that the main 

issue this committee is facing is vandalism on their wiki.  In response, they have 
changed the permissions to require a log in before editing the wiki.   
• They are working on a wiki tips document. 
• They received some complaints that pages had not been updated when they 

had.  They are working on workflows that will make it clear when pages have 
been modified. 

• They are looking for ways to build community around the wiki and ways to 
publicize it.  They are not getting the external participation they would like. 

 
VI. New Business 
 

a. Instruction Section Basic Funds budget review (Boruff-Jones)  Review the budget 
document shared with the group.  The Section received $4,033 in basic funds 
based on the August 2010 membership numbers.  We should have a little bit 
more in our budget in September to reflect August 2011 numbers 
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b. ILCC report.  Clara Fowler created a document that outlines how IS committee 
charges map to the 8 ILCC outcomes.  She gathered suggested revisions from IS 
committee chairs at the Advisory 1 meeting.  She added those revisions to the 
document and asked for additional revisions from Exec committee liaisons.  
There were none.   
Motion to approve the document:  Susanna Eng-Ziskin 
Second: Merinda Hensley 
Approved. 
 
Clara Fowler reported on next steps.  She will take the document to ILCC at this 
conference and share it.  That group will look for gaps and identify next steps. 

 
VII. Discussion Items 
 

a. Instruction Section budget strategy.  Polly Boruff-Jones recommended deferring 
this to an online discussion. 
• Action items.  Stephanie Michel and Polly Boruff-Jones will lay out a draft 

strategy and submit it for Exec to review and approve.  Additions and 
subtractions can happen online.  The draft strategy should include an interim 
solution for the Dudley Award funding. 

 
b. Approval of Instruction Section Executive Committee actions, July 1, 2010 thru 

June 26, 2011.  The Exec committee agreed the list of actions approved by the 
Exec committee as a whole is complete.  Individual liaisons will submit the items 
they approved as liaisons by 7/11. 

 
c. Committee and task force liaison assignments.  Deferred to an online discussion.  

Susanna Eng-Ziskin recommended that Jennifer Sharkey take over as 
Communications liaison due to her experience with the committee. 

 
d. Request from the Nominating Committee.  Sarah McDaniel reported that it is 

difficult to find nominees who already have experience on the Executive 
committee.  Question:  Is IS comfortable with the committee moving on to people 
who have not served on Exec before?  Answer:  Yes, the committee should do 
what they need to do to fill out the slate.   
• September 2011 is the deadline for the 2012 slate. 
• If people have suggestions for the Nominating Committee, they should send 

them directly to Sarah McDaniel. 
 
VIII.  Adjournment. 
 
Motion to adjourn:  Clara Fowler 
Second:  Stephanie Michel 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:11 pm. 
 
Respectfully submitted, Anne-Marie Deitering 


